Workshop to Raise
Awareness of Prevent:
Facilitator’s Workbook

Introduction
The WRAP 3 product is modular, so you can choose which pieces to use for certain audiences.
For example you may decide that showing the What is Prevent Video coupled with a relevant case
study would be enough to get buy in from some management audiences.
However, there is a minimum requirement for a session to be considered a WRAP:
•

Introduction Video – what the aims of Prevent are

•

The Iceberg Analogy – changing perceptions of what we mean by “Terrorism” and showing
where Prevent sits on the path violence.

•

Vulnerabilities Exercise – getting the audience to think about the emotions and feelings that
make someone vulnerable

•

Behaviours Exercise – what do these vulnerabilities (and others) actually look like?

•

Notice Check Share – the procedure for sharing concerns to receive a proportionate response

This document gives an overview of the aims and requirements of each section of WRAP 3
and offers some tips and reminders for facilitators to work from to make the most of each session
they deliver.
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00:00 Part one:
INTRODUCTION
This is aims to put the audience at ease (who may be wondering why they are at the event) – it gives
some context and allows you to set your tone of voice for the coming session.
Keep it short and sweet – remember the video will do much of the work.
A full script has been provided, but it breaks down into the following 10 sections:

1.

Welcome

2.

Why: What is Prevent?! “Prevent is part of the UK’s counter terrorism strategy, preventing people
from becoming involved in terrorism or supporting terrorism”

3.

Why you (audience): Pleased you’re here – you have the skills

4.

Today we will:

• Understand Prevent’s aims
• Think about who may be vulnerable to terrorism
• See why some people are able to influence and manipulate others to commit crimes
• Recognise when a vulnerable individual may be in need of your help
• Be clear on what help and support looks like in this area, and who you should turn
to sif you have concerns

>

5.

Tables: say hello – nominate scribe

6.

Finally: Not a test! Awareness raising…taking you from 0 to 1 or 2 out of 10

PLAY VT1:
Understanding Prevent
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00:07 Part two:
SUSCEPTIBILITIES (CASE STUDY 1)
Below, we go in detail into the set up and Susceptibilities Exercise for each case study.
Make sure the case study you pick now best suits your audience and ensure that the second case study
you use later in the workshop is dealing with a different ideology.
Below are bullets to help you structure your introduction/set up to the case study – which incorporates
the highly effective Iceberg analogy which helps the audience to think of terrorism as a whole, rather than
just focussing on the attacks.
The link into this piece from the video simple; say what safeguarding means to you, and how a leap to terrorism from
that might seem like a bit of stretch. Say you found it a stretch – put yourself in their shoes. Then say the reason you
used to find it so was because your view of terrorism was too narrow…
This leads easily into the iceberg analogy – and really work on this to “own” this section – it’s a great chance to
educate the audience, and assert your authority/knowledge for the rest of the session.
And physically show the audience where we are talking about Prevent in action today: at the very base
of the iceberg.
Remind the audience this not only about preventing people carrying out the attacks but supporting those attacks
– and illustrate this by showing a rise up the iceberg towards breaking through the waterline.

1.

Prevent = safeguarding. Too much of a leap?

2.

If yes, because our view of terrorism too narrow

3.

What images do you think of? – media

4.

Iceberg – tip = exposed, what we see

5.

9/11; 7/7; Woolwich; (Local example) – a threat to our communities

6.

Other activity below the surface – criminal and non-criminal – what the iceberg is built on…

7.

Attack (tip) built up from first activity (base) – recruiting or inciting someone to attack

8.

Exploiting someone’s anger or sense of injustice

(Go to relevant Part A from 5 x scripts below)
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Case study 1: Daniel
Adolescent Far Right Extremism
Overview:
A young boy, Daniel, is from a home where the father has left and he is bullied/teased by his older brother, who is also
a drug user.
The boy seems to create fantasies to escape reality, and is confused about some historical facts. There is an incident
where he physically attacks another pupil at his school so is sent to talk to the Schools Officer.
This triggers support in the form of visits from a Social Worker, and getting the boy to enlist in a youth club where his
confusions and opinions are discussed in a safe space, in liaison with work at his home and school.
a) Facilitator Script into Case Study:
Let’s listen to the story of someone who has been safeguarded under Prevent.
Prevent helps people of all ages, but for today I have selected the story of a boy who is exposed to far right
extremism thinking.
Later in the workshop, we’ll look at a situation where the views of Al Qa’ida are prevalent.
However, there’s one last point I’d like to make before I run the video:
Far Right; AQ; ISIL; Animal Rights activism; or Environmental terrorism that encourages violence – today we don’t
need to understand the ideologies or ideas that are promoted, more the way they work to hook in the vulnerable.
So let’s start with this story...

>

PLAY VT2:
Case study 1

b) Facilitator Script into Exercise:
What we’ve just seen is an example of Prevent in action.
That’s the whole story or experience for an individual – showing how the principles of Prevent were able to help
that person before they engaged in terrorist criminal activity.
So now we have an idea of what the response might be, let’s go back to the start and look at each stage of the
process in order to understand it better and focus in on....
…what factors could make someone susceptible or vulnerable to carrying out or supporting violent, criminal
or terrorist acts?
These might be emotional – he was bullied by his brother and teased at school which might result in Low Self Esteem.
Or be driven by external factors – media in the forms of video games exposed him to violent actions as a way
to get results.
You can focus on the case study we’ve just heard, but I’d also like you to think about things you might see in the
type of people you come into contact with. Try and come up with 6 or more…
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C) Exercise Responses:
Below we have detailed the vulnerabilities or susceptibilities we would expect an audience to recognise from this story.
We have also included a second column (which you would NOT include in your live exercise) for you reference as
to where these vulnerabilities have been cited in the case study.
Pick a circumstantial vulnerability from the case study you have played and relate this to an emotion or feeling (in
that example it might be depression/low self esteem/feeling of worthlessness).
Try and steer the responses to emotions and feelings – these are after all what are truly exploited by a radicaliser.
This way you’ll end up with a list which is more considered other than a simple show-and-tell from the video. People
can relate to feelings a lot more than they can someone’s circumstances.
Tell the audience they only need to come up with 3 or 4 vulnerabilities – this will keep the time for the exercise
discussion short, but will easily give you 10 or 12 things to talk about when the room feedbacks.

VULNERABILITIES

REASONS

Family Upheaval

Father not present; mother has new boyfriend

Drugs/Crime

Elder brother bringing drugs into the home

Low Self esteem

Bullied by brother – implication that others do too

Lack of knowledge

Perceptions of Hitler; Bin Laden etc.

Media

News, video games

Social Exclusion

Spends free time alone in his room

Lack of boundaries

Implied he is alone a lot, and left to own devices

Mental health

Suggestion of Asperger’s or autism from his speech

World view

Translates his thoughts into violent action

How to run the Vulnerabilities exercise

• Keep turning the circumstantial reasons given for vulnerability into emotions or feelings where you can. This will mean

you are far more likely to solicit key words such as Isolation; Belonging; Need; Anger; Desire; Frustration; Grievance…

• Isolation or Exclusion from the mainstream are clearly important factors in allowing someone to be radicalised so its
great if these can make an appearance (all the case studies allow for this quite naturally)

• Use this exercise to work around the room – don’t do it as a free-for-all shout out. The reason for this is when it comes
to the second exercise, if the audience don’t believe you might point to them and ask for an answer some might opt
out. Keep them on their toes and let them think you might ask for their opinion or input at any given time.
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Case study 2: Sammi
Adolescent Al Qa’ida influence
Overview:
A young man, Sammi, still at school/college begins to play up at school – citing problems with his parental
relationships, as well as an apparent disillusionment with the way people are practising his faith.
He meets a young adult called Raza who begins to address his questions, then invites him and his friends to a house
in town for “instruction” – even attending a parents evening for the boy, apparently on his parent’s behalf.
Once concerns are shared across the teachers, the parents are informed, and a support scheme put in place including
one-to-one counselling with an Imam and a business mentor from the community.
a) Facilitator Script into Case Study:
Let’s listen to the story of someone who has been safeguarded under Prevent.
Prevent helps people of all ages, but for today I have selected the story of a young man who is exposed to
Al Qa’ida influenced extremism.
Later in the workshop, we’ll look at a situation where far right extremism views are prevalent.
However, there’s one last point I’d like to make before I run the video:
Far Right; AQ; ISIL; Animal Rights activism; or Environmental terrorism that encourages violence – today we don’t
need to understand the ideologies or ideas that are promoted, more the way they work to hook in the vulnerable.
So let’s start with Sammi’s story...

>

PLAY VT2:
Case study 1

b) Facilitator Script into Exercise:
What we’ve just seen is an example of Prevent in action.
That’s the whole story or experience for an individual – showing how the principles of Prevent were able to help
that person before they engaged in terrorist criminal activity.
So now we have an idea of what the response might be, let’s go back to the start and look at each stage of the
process in order to understand it better and focus in on....
…what factors could make someone susceptible or vulnerable to carrying out or supporting violent, criminal
or terrorist acts?
These might be emotional – Sammi was angry with his parents for their break up.
Or be driven by external factors – he faced a lot of peer pressure from Raza.
You can focus on the case study we’ve just heard, but I’d also like you to think about things you might see in
the type of people you come into contact with. Try and come up with 6 or more…
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c) Exercise Responses:
Below we have detailed the vulnerabilities or susceptibilities we would expect an audience to recognise from this story.
We have also included a second column (which you would NOT include in your live exercise) for you reference as to
where these vulnerabilities have been cited in the case study.
Pick a circumstantial vulnerability from the case study you have played and relate this to an emotion or feeling (in that
example it might be depression/low self esteem/feeling of worthlessness).
Try and steer the responses to emotions and feelings – these are after all what are truly exploited by a radicaliser. This
way you’ll end up with a list which is more considered other than a simple show-and-tell from the video. People can
relate to feelings a lot more than they can someone’s circumstances.
Tell the audience they only need to come up with 3 or 4 vulnerabilities – this will keep the time for the exercise
discussion short, but will easily give you 10 or 12 things to talk about when the room feedbacks.

VULNERABILITIES

REASONS

Family Upheaval

Father “left”; relationship with mother

Anger

Blames mother for family problem

Physical change

Growth spurt – bigger than contemporaries

A natural leader

Bullying others; “blags” counsellors

Absent

Instances of truancy mentioned

Religious seeking

Unhappy after trip abroad

Loss

Feels let down by father in Pakistan

Peer Pressure

Raza – who wins his support with drug use

Self esteem

Feels special when attending instruction

Propaganda

Had seen “nasty videos”

Fear

Raza is described as “scary”; easier to keep the peace

Sense of debt/guilt

Feels he “owes” Raza

Socially excluded

Not at home; school work failing

How to run the Vulnerabilities exercise

• Keep turning the circumstantial reasons given for vulnerability into emotions or feelings where you can. This will mean

you are far more likely to solicit key words such as Isolation; Belonging; Need; Anger; Desire; Frustration; Grievance…

• Isolation or Exclusion from the mainstream are clearly important factors in allowing someone to be radicalised so
its great if these can make an appearance (all the case studies allow for this quite naturally)

• Use this exercise to work around the room – don’t do it as a free-for-all shout out. The reason for this is when it

comes to the second exercise, if the audience don’t believe you might point to them and ask for an answer some
might opt out. Keep them on their toes and let them think you might ask for their opinion or input at any given time.
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Case study 3: Michael
Adult Far Right Extremism
Overview:
A man, Michael, loses his job and girlfriend, around the same time as his younger brother is being bullied at school.
His mother goes to report the bullying but is attacked outside the school gates by those involved. They are Muslim,
and this fact is focused on by those Michael shares his story with – those with whom he attends football games.
He is made to feel welcome and his sense of impotence is addressed by this group who begin to foster his role in
marches and demonstrations that promote violence.
His change in attitude is picked up on by his mother, who also finds violent material on his computer, and a package
of martial arts weapons is seized.
Michael is referred to an intervention provider/counsellor who addresses his grievances and frustrations.
a) Facilitator Script into Case Study:
Let’s listen to the story of someone who has been safeguarded under Prevent.
Prevent helps people of all ages, but for today I have selected the story of a man who is exposed to far right extremism.
Later in the workshop, we’ll look at a situation where the views of Al Qa’ida are prevalent.
However, there’s one last point I’d like to make before I run the video:
Far Right; AQ; ISIL; Animal Rights activism; or Environmental terrorism that encourages violence – today we don’t
need to understand the ideologies or ideas that are promoted, more the way they work to hook in the vulnerable.
So let’s start with Michael’s story...

>

PLAY VT2:
Case study 1

b) Facilitator Script into Exercise:
What we’ve just seen is an example of Prevent in action.
That’s the whole story or experience for an individual – showing how the principles of Prevent were able to help
that person before they engaged in terrorist criminal activity.
So now we have an idea of what the response might be, let’s go back to the start and look at each stage of the
process in order to understand it better and focus in on....
…what factors could make someone susceptible or vulnerable to carrying out or supporting violent, criminal
or terrorist acts?
These might be emotional – Michael felt Loss – not only about his job but his girlfriend too.
Or be driven by external factors – unemployment was not his fault but had a huge influence on him.
You can focus on the case study we’ve just heard, but I’d also like you to think about things you might see in
the type of people you come into contact with. Try and come up with 6 or more…
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c) Exercise Responses:
Below we have detailed the vulnerabilities or susceptibilities we would expect an audience to recognise from this story.
We have also included a second column (which you would NOT include in your live exercise) for you reference as to
where these vulnerabilities have been cited in the case study.
Pick a circumstantial vulnerability from the case study you have played and relate this to an emotion or feeling (in
that example it might be depression/low self esteem/feeling of worthlessness).
Try and steer the responses to emotions and feelings – these are after all what are truly exploited by a radicaliser.
This way you’ll end up with a list which is more considered other than a simple show-and-tell from the video. People
can relate to feelings a lot more than they can someone’s circumstances.
Tell the audience they only need to come up with 3 or 4 vulnerabilities – this will keep the time for the exercise
discussion short, but will easily give you 10 or 12 things to talk about when the room feedbacks.

VULNERABILITIES

REASONS

Loss

Job and girlfriend

Unemployment/Immigration

Loss of job – blames immigration

Anger

At attacks on his brother and mother

Self esteem

Job and girlfriend, and also feeling he needs to act

Sense of injustice

Loss of job; attack on his mother

Critical incident

Attack on his mother

Peer Pressure

Football gang

Powerful role model

Len – very domineering

Emancipated

Mother acts when he feels he should have

Increased Self-worth

Approved of when speaks at the pub

Lack of control

He says the gang allow him to take charge again

Sense of debt/guilt

Feels he should have protected mother and brother

Media/Internet

Used to order weapons, assumed social media use

Fear

Scared of/intimidated by Len and the gang

How to run the Vulnerabilities exercise
• Keep turning the circumstantial reasons given for vulnerability into emotions or feelings where you can. This will mean
you are far more likely to solicit key words such as Isolation; Belonging; Need; Anger; Desire; Frustration; Grievance…

• Isolation or Exclusion from the mainstream are clearly important factors in allowing someone to be radicalised so
its great if these can make an appearance (all the case studies allow for this quite naturally)

• Use this exercise to work around the room – don’t do it as a free-for-all shout out. The reason for this is when it

comes to the second exercise, if the audience don’t believe you might point to them and ask for an answer some
might opt out. Keep them on their toes and let them think you might ask for their opinion or input at any given time.
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Case study 4: Neil
Adult Al Qa’ida Influence 1
Overview:
Neil is sent to prison after he attacks police officers who are arresting a drug dealer in his building.
In prison he is targeted by radical Muslim inmates during the attacks of 9/11 and 7/7. On release he feels ostracised
by his local Muslim community for his appearance and learning difficulties.
A bond forms with his Community Psychiatric Nurse and Neil confides that when his mother dies he intends to set off
a device at the local stadium in order to prove his is a good Muslim.
A chain of support starts that includes changes in his medication; new secure housing, controlling his money; helping
build ties with his mother.
All this work has a demonstrable effect, de-categorising Neil as a Tier 4 risk.
NB: If using Neil’s case study be sure to head off the overriding notion that his vulnerability is simply “mental health.”
A number of people suffer from paranoid schizophrenia as he does, but don’t declare (as he does) that they want to
be a martyr and attack the local sports stadium.
So, what are the drivers? An opening example into the exercise would be Drug and Alcohol abuse (circumstantial)
and the resulting Guilt (emotional) about being a “Dirty Muslim” that steamed from this.
a) Facilitator Script into Case Study:
Let’s listen to the story of someone who has been safeguarded under Prevent.
Prevent helps people of all ages, but for today I have selected the story of a man, Neil, who is exposed to Al Qa’ida
influenced extremism over a lengthy period of time.
Later in the workshop, we’ll look at a situation where Far Right Extremism are prevalent.
However, Far Right; AQ; ISIL; Animal Rights activism; or Environmental terrorism that encourages violence – today we
don’t need to understand the ideologies or ideas that are promoted, more the way they work to hook in the vulnerable.
So let’s start with Neil’s story, in his own words...

>

PLAY VT2:
Case study 1

b) Facilitator Script into Exercise:
What we’ve just seen is an example of Prevent in action.
That’s the whole story or experience for an individual – showing how the principles of Prevent were able to help
that person before they engaged in terrorist criminal activity.
So now we have an idea of what the response might be, let’s go back to the start and look at each stage of the
process in order to understand it better and focus in on....
…what factors could make someone susceptible or vulnerable to carrying out or supporting violent, criminal
or terrorist acts?
These might be emotional – the radicalisers exploited his need to be free of his mental illness, saying if he became
a martyr that there would be no illness in heaven.
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Or be driven by external factors – he has increased poverty due to his brother taking his benefit money.
You can focus on the case study we’ve just heard, but I’d also like you to think about things you might see in the
type of people you come into contact with. Try and come up with 6 or more…
c) Exercise Responses:
Below we have detailed the vulnerabilities or susceptibilities we would expect an audience to recognise from this story.
We have also included a second column (which you would NOT include in your live exercise) for you reference as to
where these vulnerabilities have been cited in the case study.
Pick a circumstantial vulnerability from the case study you have played and relate this to an emotion or feeling (in that
example it might be depression/low self esteem/feeling of worthlessness).
Try and steer the responses to emotions and feelings – these are after all what are truly exploited by a radicaliser. This
way you’ll end up with a list which is more considered other than a simple show-and-tell from the video. People can
relate to feelings a lot more than they can someone’s circumstances.
Tell the audience they only need to come up with 3 or 4 vulnerabilities – this will keep the time for the exercise
discussion short, but will easily give you 10 or 12 things to talk about when the room feedbacks.
VULNERABILITIES

REASONS

Links to crime

Drug Dealer, took hostage, arson

Alcohol and Drug abuse

Early accommodation and on release from prison

Paranoia

Noise, and perception police were coming for him

Mental Health

Paranoid Schizophrenia

Fitting In

People assume Neil is not British

Lack of Father figure

Father is not present

Peer Pressure

Radical inmates in prison

Global Events

Terror attacks at the time of radicalisation

Fear

Radicalisers say they will protect Neil

Desire

Neil told that in heaven he would not have mental illness

Poverty

Brother takes his benefit money

Social Exclusion

Doesn’t feel welcome at the mosque

Low self-esteem

Sees himself as a “dirty muslim”

Fear

Scared of/intimidated by Len and the gang

Desire

Neil told that in heaven he would not have mental illness

Poverty

Brother takes his benefit money

Social Exclusion

Doesn’t feel welcome at the mosque

Low self-esteem

Sees himself as a “dirty muslim”

How to run the Vulnerabilities exercise
• Keep turning the circumstantial reasons given for vulnerability into emotions or feelings where you can. This will mean
you are far more likely to solicit key words such as Isolation; Belonging; Need; Anger; Desire; Frustration; Grievance…

• Isolation or Exclusion from the mainstream are clearly important factors in allowing someone to be radicalised so
its great if these can make an appearance (all the case studies allow for this quite naturally)

• Use this exercise to work around the room – don’t do it as a free-for-all shout out. The reason for this is when it

comes to the second exercise, if the audience don’t believe you might point to them and ask for an answer some
might opt out. Keep them on their toes and let them think you might ask for their opinion or input at any given time.
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Case study 5: Robert
Adult Al Qa’ida Influence 2
Overview:
A man, Robert, disillusioned with life at home, takes matters into his own hands in the form of a protest and is sentenced
to six years for arson, following previous convictions for theft and an attempted murder charge from his father.
On release his offender managers help to build ties at home and with his community mainly through introducing him
to an intervention provider, Omid, who is able to challenge and address some of the frustrations he has.
a) Facilitator Script into Case Study:
Let’s listen to the story of someone who has been safeguarded under Prevent.
Prevent helps people of all ages, but for today I have selected the story of a man who is exposed to Al Qa’ida
influenced extremism.
However, Far Right; AQ; ISIL; Animal Rights activism; or Environmental terrorism that encourages violence – today we
don’t need to understand the ideologies or ideas that are promoted, more the way they work to hook in the vulnerable.
So let’s start...

>

PLAY VT2:
Case study 1

b) Facilitator Script into Exercise:
What we’ve just seen is an example of Prevent in action.
That’s the whole story or experience for an individual – showing how the principles of Prevent were able to help
that person before they engaged in terrorist criminal activity.
So now we have an idea of what the response might be, let’s go back to the start and look at each stage of the
process in order to understand it better and focus in on....
…what factors could make someone susceptible or vulnerable to carrying out or supporting violent, criminal
or terrorist acts?
These might be emotional – he was angry with the way his family followed their religion
Or be driven by external factors – he mentions the way he perceives the media to portray people like him as “animals”.
You can focus on the case study we’ve just heard, but I’d also like you to think about things you might see in
the type of people you come into contact with. Try and come up with 6 or more…
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c) Exercise Responses:
Below we have detailed the vulnerabilities or susceptibilities we would expect an audience to recognise from this story.
We have also included a second column (which you would NOT include in your live exercise) for you reference as to
where these vulnerabilities have been cited in the case study.
Pick a circumstantial vulnerability from the case study you have played and relate this to an emotion or feeling (in that
example it might be depression/low self esteem/feeling of worthlessness).
Try and steer the responses to emotions and feelings – these are after all what are truly exploited by a radicaliser. This
way you’ll end up with a list which is more considered other than a simple show-and-tell from the video. People can
relate to feelings a lot more than they can someone’s circumstances.
Tell the audience they only need to come up with 3 or 4 vulnerabilities – this will keep the time for the exercise
discussion short, but will easily give you 10 or 12 things to talk about when the room feedbacks.

VULNERABILITIES

REASONS

Family Upheaval

“Bonkers” murder charge from his father

Anger

Publishing house; government; media; family

Media

Perceives them as portraying him as an “animal”

Links to crime

Theft and attempted murder charge

Pride

Feels it vital to hold face

Religious seeking

Looks to others for support

Peer Pressure

Danni and Safir

Global Events

Mentions the Government and the War

Loss

Parole keeps him from family and friends

Paranoia

Being “spied on” when on Parole

Critical Incident

Matters at home that he shares with Omid

Sense of failure

Shares this with Omid

Lack of education

Shares this perception with Omid

Low self-esteem

Desire to improve himself

How to run the Vulnerabilities exercise

• Keep turning the circumstantial reasons given for vulnerability into emotions or feelings where you can. This will mean

you are far more likely to solicit key words such as Isolation; Belonging; Need; Anger; Desire; Frustration; Grievance…

• Isolation or Exclusion from the mainstream are clearly important factors in allowing someone to be radicalised so its
great if these can make an appearance (all the case studies allow for this quite naturally)

• Use this exercise to work around the room – don’t do it as a free-for-all shout out. The reason for this is when it comes
to the second exercise, if the audience don’t believe you might point to them and ask for an answer some might opt
out. Keep them on their toes and let them think you might ask for their opinion or input at any given time.
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00:25 Part three:
THE RISK OF RADICALISATION
Coming out of the last exercise it’s important to position that we all at times share feelings such as those listed.
Often what’s missing for the vulnerable individual feeling lost or frustrated is a support network to address
those feelings. It’s here that a radicaliser can see an opportunity…
Don’t overcomplicate this: “Here’s a list of what makes might make us vulnerable, but to what?
Radicalisation. Let’s watch a video that explains what that is and what can be done to help those that may
be experiencing that process.”

>

1.

We all share such feelings…

2.

Will not necessarily lead to terrorism

3.

Sense of Injustice – isolated, outside, not listened to…

4.

Well done – being in tune with these is important to finding the right support

5.

Protect them from WHAT?

6.

Radicalisation – process

7.

Third party who has their own agenda

8.

Video will explain that in more detail…

PLAY VT3:
The risk
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00:32 Part four:
BEHAVIOURS
This exercise is a natural step from the confirmation that the audience know what someone’s susceptibilities
or vulnerabilities might be, to asking “what do they look like?”
It works well when audiences from the same sector or part of the community can relate it to real instances
where they’ve had a concern about someone’s welfare – whether that was Terrorism related or not. You might
therefore want to allow them extra time to discuss here if you can spare it.
Try and use 3 behavioural examples from the case study you used earlier in the workshop.
Physical behaviours are not just appearance-related. Try to give an example that shows a change in routine or peer group.
And don’t forget environmental changes – so the stuff someone surrounds themselves in – this could be propaganda
material; flags and symbolism in their home/room/cell.
For some audiences these will be behavioural changes over a period of time (a teacher seeing them in a student for
example) for others these will be behaviours giving concern on one or two occasions (a housing officer seeing violent
propaganda on the walls on a home visit; or perhaps a patient saying a worrying intent to their GP for example).
And don’t be afraid to challenge their answers. For example, someone might say “travelling abroad,” as behaviour
that gives us cause for concern, but that’s simply not true: what is the context; is it a concern when added to other
behaviours…? Invite them to think about and justify their suggestions.

1.

When someone needs our help; what does it look like?

2.

Troubling behaviour – what behaviours would give you a cause for concern about someone’s welfare?

3.

Emotional – angry

4.

Verbal – opinions against shared values (over line of law)

5.

Physical/Action – tattoo

6.

4 or 5 more for each

Some example answers we have seen in the previous workshops:

EMOTIONAL

VERBAL

PHYSICAL / CIRCUMSTANTIAL

Short tempered

Fixated on a subject

Tattoos

Angry

Closed to new ideas/conversations

Use of internet

New-found arrogance

Change in language/use of words

Change of routine

Withdrawn

Asking inappropriate questions

New circle of friends

Depressed

“Scripted” speech

Absent

Crying

Saying inappropriate things – a call to
violent action

Letting themselves go (in terms
of appearance)
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How to run the behaviours exercise
• Emotional behaviours aren’t easy to articulate – really challenge them on this; they do know the answers! Crying,
quick to temper, mood swings, sullen, their demeanour – these are all good answers. You know when someone
is down (or up for that matter); stressed; preoccupied; conflicted; so this allows us to just take a few minutes and
really think about what that looks like.
•

Verbal behaviours are easier to talk about. Some of these are blatant – a declaration of action or intent. But key
words and ideas here are Closed (not open to discussion or criticism); Scripted (speaking someone else’s words);
and Fixed (only wanting to talk about one thing).

•

Verbal behaviours may include instances that challenge us. Challenge is good; we do not want to limit freedom of
speech. But there is a Rule of Law that’s crossed when someone encourages violence, and our instincts will tell us
when someone wants to have a serious debate; when they are being sensationalist; and when they are genuinely
being threatening.

•

While there are no wrong answers, don’t let the audience be lazy. “Growing a beard,” or “Going on holiday” are
not causes for concern so challenge them. What they trying to say is “changing or adopting a religion” or “visiting
countries like Syria or Iraq” may be a cause for concern but ONLY when coupled with some of the other changes
in behaviour – such as declaring an intent to commit violence in the name of a religious cause.

•

Also if “tattoos” are mentioned be sure to drill down on what tattoos we mean – specifically the appearance of
Far Right Symbols.
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00:45 Part five:
WHAT TO DO
A short set-up to lead into the second case study – one that should be told from the audience’s point of view,
so it will feel particularly relevant to them.
So here the facilitator is saying what the audience are thinking, but not wanting to say outloud: why they don’t
share concerns.
The reasons are two-fold: first a concern about what chain of events will be started for the person they were concerned
about; and second the personal implications for them, does this mean a lot more work?
This is why you must take this opportunity to air these concerns on their behalf and then remind them that we are the very
BOTTOM of the iceberg – in the pre-criminal space. The key take-out being that the response will be PROPORTIONATE.
This is a call to say “do something” ahead of revealing the Notice Check Share approach in the next section,
so hearing that someone else in their position or sector has acted ahead of that discussion will give them more
confidence in their ability to bring the Prevent strategy to life.

>

1.

Terrorism – small likelihood; but a possibility…

2.

Stress, drugs, crisis – still needs support

3.

But what? – DO SOMETHING!

4.

Why do people hesitate…

5.

Proportionate Response

PLAY VT4:
Case study 2
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1. Education: Sabrina
Al Qa’ida influence (adolescent female student)
Overview:
A female student, Sabrina, sends a “cry for help” to her teacher by writing an inflammatory, out of context, ending to
an assignment. He checks his concerns with his Head of Department and talks to the girl one-to-one. When it seems
she is struggling with some ideological ideas, and social frameworks, her parents are informed and a support system
offered by the school/college.
a) Cast:
NARRATOR

SUBJECT

THOSE IN SUPPORT ROLES
Head of Department

Male Teacher/lecturer

Young woman (Sabrina)

Head of HR
Parents
School Counsellor

b) Exercise Response: Notice Check Share
WHO

NOTICE

CHECK

SHARE

Teacher

The Essay

Head of Department

Head of Human
Resources

Head of Department

Teacher

Head of Human Resources

The Student

Head of Human Resources

Teacher

Teacher Conversation
with Student

The Parents
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2. Education: Callum
Far right extremism (adolescent male)
Overview:
A pupil, Callum, is becoming increasingly intimidating to other students.
It’s then reported that he is contributing to a Facebook page that appears to be promoting a violent Far Right ideology.
The pupil is challenged by his teacher and Head Teacher (Matthew) and this confirms that he has racist views towards
the Muslim community. These ideas seemed to be being propagated by adults the boy had meant at football matches,
where he had also been invited to attended “secret” meetings in pubs with members involved with far right extremism.
a) Cast:
NARRATOR

SUBJECT

THOSE IN SUPPORT ROLES
Teacher
Head Teacher (Matthew)
Police Liaison Officer

Female Teacher

Parents

Male pupil (Callum)

Social Care Worker
Careers Manager
Youth Group Leader
Family (Uncle and Cousin)

b) Exercise Response: Notice Check Share
WHO

NOTICE

CHECK

SHARE

Teacher

Student

Head Teacher

The Pupil (Callum)
Police Liaison Officer

Head Teacher

Teacher

The Pupil

Parents
Social Care Worker

Parents

Teacher

Teacher Conversation
with Student

The Parents

Police Liaison Officer

Head Teacher

Parents

Police (Internet)
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3. Higher education
Al Qa’ida influence (adult male from outside the organisation)
Overview:
A student talks about a visiting speaker to her on-campus debating society. The man, Jameel, in increasingly
inflammatory in his rhetoric.
The student shares her concerns with a member of staff, and it transpires some other students had also reported
his behaviour.
The organisation sets about safely excluding Jameel from campus and supporting those students who had been
affected by the experience.
a) Cast:
NARRATOR

SUBJECT

THOSE IN SUPPORT ROLES
Student’s Father
Member of Staff in charge
of the Debating Society
Head of Faculty
3 x Heads of Departments

Female Teacher

Male External Speaker (Jameel)

Executive Board
University Secretary
Police
Vice Chancellor
Head of Security and
Security Officers

b) Exercise Response: Notice Check Share
WHO

NOTICE

CHECK

SHARE

Student

Debating Society

Father

Member of Staff

Member of Staff

Student(s)

Head of Faculty

Heads of Departments

Faculty Head

Member of Staff

Executive Board

Police

Vice Chancellor

University Secretary

Police

Head of Security
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4. Health: Simon
Far Right Extremism (adult male)
Overview:
A Psychiatric Nurse is called to make an assessment of a man, Simon, who has been taken into custody following
a mental breakdown that resulted in him in public with a weapon.
With the support of Social Services, Simon is referred for immediate treatment to which he responds well.
A support package is therefore put in place including input from Health and Local Authority workers on his release
which includes intervention providers and employment support.
(This case study includes a multi-agency panel meeting, such as Channel or Prevent Professional Concerns).
a) Cast:
NARRATOR

SUBJECT

THOSE IN SUPPORT ROLES
Police
Social Worker

Female Psychiatric Nurse

Counsellor

Male (Simon)

Local Authority
Intervention Providers
Department of Work and Pensions

b) Exercise Response: Notice Check Share
WHO

NOTICE

CHECK

SHARE

Psychiatric Nurse

Police

Social Services

Health Team Referral

Local Authority

Health Team

Intervention Providers

Local Authority DWP

Intervention Providers

Local Authority

Simon

Local Authority
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5. Health: Neil
Al Qa’ida influence (adult male)
Overview:
A Community Psychiatric Nurse recalls the story of Neil – who for 11 years was categorised as Tier 4 risk by Forensic
Services – before a series of support schemes addressed his vulnerabilities.
Neil was sent to prison after he attacks police officers who are arresting a drug dealer in his building.
In prison was targeted by radical Muslim inmates during the attacks of 9/11 and 7/7. On release he feels ostracised
by his local Muslim community for his appearance and learning difficulties.
A bond forms with his Community Psychiatric Nurse and Neil confides that when his mother dies he intends to set off
a device at the local stadium in order to prove his is a good Muslim. She has him sectioned fearing for him and those
in the community as a result of this paranoid delusional behaviour.
A chain of support then starts that includes changes in his medication; new secure housing, controlling his money;
helping build ties with his mother.
(This case study includes a multi-agency panel meeting, such as Channel or Prevent Professional Concerns).
a) Cast:
NARRATOR

SUBJECT

THOSE IN SUPPORT ROLES
Community Psychiatric Nurse
Intervention Providers (Imams)

Community Psychiatric Nurse

Head of Mental Health

Male (Neil)

Housing Officers
Local Authority
Outreach Team

b) Exercise Response: Notice Check Share:
WHO

NOTICE

CHECK

SHARE
Intervention Providers
(Imams)
Head of Mental Health

Psychiatric Nurse

Neil

Multi Agency Panel

Housing Officers
Local Authority
Outreach Team

Head of Mental Health

Multi Agency Panel

Community Psychiatric Nurse

Health Team (Depot)

Intervention Providers

Multi Agency Panel

Neil

Imams
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6. Local Authority (housing): Ismail
Al Qa’ida influence (adult male)
Overview:
A housing officer talks about her experience with Ismail – a young man from Afghanistan.
He offloads his frustrations with her and catches her attention when he blames the government for his predicament
and spoke of violent revenge.
Concerned, she talks to her Line Manager. It transpired that Health Services had records of drink and drug induced
psychosis, so a professionals meeting is called and support put in place.
This results in the man getting employment and being better connected to his local community.
(This case study includes a multi-agency panel meeting, such as Channel).
a) Cast:
NARRATOR

SUBJECT

THOSE IN SUPPORT ROLES
Line Manager (Housing)
Health Services

Housing Officer

Male (Ismail)

Community Psychiatric Nurse
Intervention Provider
Community Group

b) Exercise Response: Notice Check Share
WHO

NOTICE

CHECK

SHARE

Housing Officer

Ismail

Line Manager

Local Authority

Line Manager

Housing Officer

Local Authority

Multi Agency Panel

Local Authority

Line Manager

Health

Intervention Provider
Community Group
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7. Community: Dean and Patrick
Far Right Extremism (adolescent boys)
Overview:
The leader of a Community Group that supports local families notices a change in the appearance and behaviour of
two young brothers, where the mother has been separated from the father.
The father is vocal in his political beliefs and is involved in protest groups in the community – however the boys appear
to be misinterpreting that with some violent language and behaviour – including the way they address their mum
(Mary), and fighting at school.
She asks her Community Liaison Officer to organise a talk about safe protest in the Group; and talks to the father with
the mother’s permission, setting in some training to tutor the boys on internet use and perspective on safe protest.
a) Cast:
NARRATOR

SUBJECT

THOSE IN SUPPORT ROLES
Community Liaison Officer
Protest Liaison Officer

Community Group Leader

Boys (Dean and Patrick)

School
Staff at the Community Group
Parents
Internet Support and Training (Police)

b) Exercise Response: Notice Check Share
WHO

NOTICE

CHECK

SHARE
School

Community Group Leader

The boys

Mother

Staff
Community Liaison Officer

Mother

Community Group Leader

School

Community Group

Community Liaison Officer

Community Group Leader

Mother and Boys

Protest Liaison Officer
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8. Community: Rami
Al Qa’ida influence (adolescent boy)
Overview:
Some parents concerns are altered when their young son tells them he is not going to sit A-levels but will leave the UK
to go to Iran – prompted by conversations at their mosque – which had led to more extremist meetings outside of that.
This led to the boy being very closed in his thinking – as explored by the parents and some school staff members.
The boy is referred to a mentor/intervention provider by the school with his consent and a change of worldview begins
to show after just six sessions with the mentor.
a) Cast:
NARRATOR

SUBJECT

THOSE IN SUPPORT ROLES
Parents
Mosque

Mother

Form Tutor

Son (Rami)

Head of RE
Channel Panel
Mentor

b) Exercise Response: Notice Check Share
WHO

NOTICE

CHECK

SHARE

Mother & Father

Her son

The Mosque

Form Tutor

Form Tutor

Mother

Rami

Head of RE

Head of RE

Form Tutor

Rami

Intervention Provider
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9. Offender Managment: Edward
Al Qa’ida influence (adult male)
Overview:
Edward is in prison with an indeterminate sentence for public protection for robbery and possession of an imitation
firearm with the intent to cause fear and violence.
He is described as “angry” and has problematic behaviour with regard to disobeying orders and fighting.
A Prison Officer shares that Edward had been intimidating another prisoner in particular and this seems to be about
reverting the inmate to Islam – using threats, and referencing an ex-TACT prisoner.
Concerns are shared and a worrying picture emerges…
a) Cast:
NARRATOR

SUBJECT

THOSE IN SUPPORT ROLES
Prison Officer
Prison Staff
Police Counter Terrorism Unit

Prison Officer

Extremism and Hate Crime Unit

Inmate (Edward)

Offender Managers
Parole Board
Prison Imam
Teachers

b) Exercise Response: Notice Check Share
WHO

NOTICE

CHECK

SHARE

Staff Member

Inmate

Prison Officer (narrator)

Police Counter Terrorism
Officer

Prison Officer

Staff Member

Inmate

Police Counter Terrorism
Officer

Police Counter Terrorism
Officer

Prison Officer

Extremism & Hate Crime
Manager

Offender Managers
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00:52 Part six:
ACTION PLAN
This section introduces the notion of Notice Check Share – and the examples that can be based on the Case
Study you’ve chosen are detailed in the previous section.
Remember that this is a process everyone has to do for it to work – it’s a cascade up of information –
where Checking your concerns are valid is a crucial stage. It’s what we instinctively do with a number of
safeguarding concerns. Here we are just applying it to the protection of people from radicalisation, and
saying the same rules apply.
Check is important – for many this will be the first time they articulate their concerns out loud. Saying them to someone
might instantly show the severity of the concern, or indeed the benignity of it.
Invite them to write down their Check person but not to say it aloud – it should be very specific and personal to them; it
could be a loved one or friend over someone at work.
They must not leave without a name to Share concerns with (pass them on). If the community or organisation cannot
offer this, make sure they have your details until someone more suitable (or indeed accessible) can be found.

1.

Every story different but generic pattern emerges

2.

It will help us understand the motivations and then decide the correct support

3.

NOTICE CHECK SHARE

4.

Example 1: (from case study – normally the narrator)

5.

Example 2: (from case study – normally the person the narrator shared a concern with)

6.

Who is the audience’s immediate circle? (colleagues, managers, family…)

7.

Who would audience CHECK with?

8.

Who would audience expect to SHARE with?
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00:58 Part seven:
REFERRALS & INTERVENTIONS (PART 1)
Many of the case studies in Video 4 refer to a Multi-Agency panel – and although this could be an
organisations multi-disciplinary panel it will have most likely have been a Channel Panel or Prevent
Professional Concerns meeting.
Here’s a chance to clarify that for the audience with the introduction of a video. On the DVD there are two
videos, for England and Wales where the process of support is through Channel. In Scotland there is a separate
process called Prevent Professional Concerns. Please use the clip relevant to your audience.
The video is presented by
who is a comedienne and actress, but here is representing her role as ambassador of the
YoungMinds charity, which supports people under the age of eighteen with mental health concerns, particularly depression.
Your intro may be informed by whether your Case Study used a multi-agency panel or not. The point is some cases
can be dealt with by an organisation (say, a school) and their immediate network but sometimes the concern has to be
taken elsewhere to find the right support and response.
Some regions have different structures and approaches to the one used in Hammersmith in the video. If that’s the
case for the region you’re presenting in, try and explain it, but don’t get too bogged down in detail. For the majority of
the audiences just knowing the response is organised and proportionate is good enough; they don’t need to know all
the whys and wherefores that may preoccupy you on a day to day basis!
New viewers tend to pick up on Channel being “owned” by the Local Authority; that the Police have a role in ensuring
the concern is valid, or requires a response from the Counter Terrorism support network; and that support tends to
use one, some or all of the three areas discussed by
in the video (below).

>

1.

Support may come from within your organisation or community, but what happens if the support
required for an individual needs to come from outside of your organisation?

2.

Multi-Agency approach: Channel/Prevent Professional Concerns:

PLAY VT5:
Referrals
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01:05 Part seven:
REFERRALS & INTERVENTIONS (PART 2)
If you have shown the Referrals video, you might also want to allude to the Notice Check Procedure as one that
Channel itself uses: The concern is bought to the attention of the Local Authority; they Check the concern with
the Police; and then Share it with representatives from the other agencies.
Then start by contextualising the three areas for support that
refers to by alluding to examples from either
or both of the case studies you have shown with the audience: responses will be from EXISTING local services; from
community groups or organisations; and/or from mentoring or intervention exercises.

1.
2.
3.

Existing Local Services – e.g. employment, education, housing, drug and alcohol support
Community Groups/Local Initiatives – e.g. Youth Groups; Support Groups
Mentoring – e.g. Lifestyle, Theological, Ideological

Explain that mentoring or counselling is often a challenging process where the intervention provider needs robust
knowledge of the ideology the individual’s vulnerabilities are hiding behind. The audience are NOT going to be the
person who is expected to have those challenging conversations.
The video shows the similarities in approach – to be clear this is about stripping away the ideology and getting to the crux
of the vulnerability underneath – the same vulnerabilities the audience would have spoken about back in the first exercise.
This compounds the need to recognise those vulnerabilities and the behaviours that give them away so we can share
our concerns with the correct people to offer support.

>

1.

(Following Referrals film) 3 areas of focus – existing local services; local initiatives; mentoring

2.

Need for third-party practitioners for 1-on-1 support – “intervention providers”

3.

Challenge the individual in a safe space – get them to think about what they are saying/endorsing

4.

Interesting to note: the response is very similar whatever the ideology

PLAY VT6:
Interventions
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01:12 Part eight:
CONCLUSION
Keep this brief: We need to get the concerns that warrant it to people like
/ that means
using this process of Notice Check Share / if more people you live or work with therefore need to know about
Prevent, lets put a WRAP together for them.
To support WRAP there are “Topical Inserts” which may be used as handouts or to provide a very brief
overview on topical events, this section here allows the facilitator to reference events in the media, locally or
relating specifically to the target audience’s sector to show how the work of Prevent is relevant to them.
If necessary, remind those that don’t have a name that you can be there person to Share concerns with.

1.

Today = Introduction

2.

A risk – though small – we can’t ignore

3.

NOTICE CHECK SHARE

4.

Here to help – who needs to know this too?

5.

Topical insert

6.

Share contact details
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